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The endocrine diseases are nowadays a large part of sur-

gical operations worldwide, above all thyroid operations

that require not only surgical skill, but also a specific

culture to offer the patient the best treatment, tailored

surgery, high cure rate with lower morbidities.

In Italy, more than 40,000 thyroidectomies are yearly

performed, mostly in about 80% of centers, performing no

more than ten cases per year. In addition, for other gland’s

pathologies, such as adrenal and parathyroids, the surgical

option is spread in many centers.

The editors in chief have so asked us to provide a special

monothematic issue, asking remarkable Italian and foreign

colleagues to make the up-to-date about particular aspects

of this discipline.

Therefore, it is really a great pleasure for all of us to

have put together many of experienced colleagues,

involved and dedicated to various fields of the endocrine

surgical super specialty, to cooperate to this monothematic

issues of Updates in Surgery.

Some of the aspects we routinely encounter in our

practice, such as indications for surgery, which surgical

operation, which approach either open or laparoscopic or

robotic, are thoroughly investigated in this issue.

In addition, risk factors, tricks to prevent lesions, or

morbidities following are extensively discussed.

We also decided to include some more specific aspects,

such as surgical implications of pregnancy in thyroid dis-

ease, the role of genetics in hereditary tumors, the exten-

sion of the radical surgery in thyroid cancers, and different

laparoscopic approaches to the adrenal gland.

Finally, we would express many thanks to our col-

leagues for the effort to join us in this work and we hope

that all together may have contributed to clarify some new

aspects and pushed our younger surgeons to study and

practice at higher level all the fields of endocrine surgery.
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